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So the fact that it is 110 degrees outside as I am typing this makes it hard to imagine that fall is very 
quickly approaching.  However, by the time you all are reading this, we will be in mid September 
and well on our way to some of the best fishing of the year.  Cool fall nights signal the fish to eat 
now and fatten up for the winter.  Since they are so willing to eat, it only seems right that we should 
try to feed them…Our flies.
   The August meeting was as close as we get to the off season around here.  I was happy to see such 
a large turnout for the swap meet.  I saw lot of items changing hands that can hopefully get put to 
good use.  So now we are in the home stretch for the rest of the year.  There are a couple of club 
favorites for trips coming up.  San Juan in September and Rocky Point in November.  Splash in a 
Chevelon trip in the middle and fall gets completely booked really fast. If you have a chance to go 
on any or all of the trips, I don’t think you will be disappointed.
   I guess it is time for me to start mentioning board positions for next year.  I know you are all 
chomping at the bit to get on the board and keep things rolling along.  So what does being a board 
member really mean?  Well it means that you get to help run the club for the day to day operations, 
plan outings, look for speakers and almost anything else you can think of.  I know there are plenty 
of members out there that would make great board members.  Nominations are coming soon so 
get ready to get on board.
See you on the water
Steve

Saltwater Fishin’ 101

Everything a DFC Trout Bum
Needs to know!

Everything a DFC Trout Bum
Needs to know!

DFC SEPTEMBER PROGRAM....

OKAY you Trout Bums...We've got this months program geared for all you Saltwater fisher people. Professors 
Dave Weaver and Vince Deadmond will be among a panel of gurus letting us in on some of the upcoming 
fishing trips to Rocky Point and beyond. Don't miss this one, this will be an informal round table discussion 
with everything you need to know. Trivial chit-chat with your fellow fishing pals around 5:30 with the Panel 
Saltwater Discussion followed around 7:00...So make a date... mark it on the calendar and get on over to the 
September meeting. See ya when we see ya!!
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September Beginning 
Tying Session Starts 9/07/10
Shown below are a few flies that will start 
your personal tied collection and expe-
rience the thrill of catching fish on flies 
tied at the beginning fly tying class.  The 
flies shown are the first few sessions and 
you will receive the skills to tie all shown.  
Many in the class has experience so we 
will discuss the up-coming outings, San 
Juan, Chevelon Canyon Lake  and Rocky 
Point and discuss a fly in the beginning 

range for the outing. 
 

Classes will be at Redden Construction, Inc. 
office at 4131 E. Wood St.  

Major cross roads are Broadway and 40th Street 
Questions need a kit or sign-up call 

Tom Horvath at 602.768.7280. 
Class already has10 signed-up.

Product Review . . . 
By Vince Deadmond
This old dog has some new trick wading boots. My old wading boots were 
just plain worn out, and hurt my feet. So, when Cinda pointed out the new 
Orvis River Guard light weight wading boots with the rubber soles, I had 
my doubts. Now after several trips to slippery places, Lee's Ferry, Canyon 
Creek, Tonto Creek, etc. - I can honestly say the boots performed better than 
I expected. The aggressive rubber tread is good and with the steel studs it is 
really a sure-footed boot. The rubber sole gives your foot better support, and 
the upper is made from a synthetic that does not shrink when the boot dries 
out. I would recommend that you look at this boot the next time you are in 
the market for a wading boot.
   If you are in the market for an ice chest that keeps ice better than the best 
cooler you have ever had, look at the Yeti Cooler. They are insulated much 
better, have a seal on the lid, and they are bear proof. This is a high end cooler, 
for those times when you just can't add more ice. A recent trip to Mexico, 
with high temperatures, my drinks were still cold after 5 days even though 
the ice had just melted. Check out their web site www.yeticooler.com and you 
will see how well this cooler is made, and all the different sizes they offer. This 
cooler is available at Best Hardware in Apache Junction, AZ.
   I have waded through a number of waders over the years. My last pair of 
Sims waders had it's life shortened when Charlie the Blue Tick Coonhound 
at my house, chewed on the seat just a little bit. Of course I had an upcoming 
fishing trip and I had to buy a new pair of waders on short notice. I picked up 
the Redington waders at Sportsman's Warehouse and they performed quite 
well for the first year. The waders kept me dry and I was happy with the 
fabric, but after one year the plastic buckles started to fail. I sent the waders 
in under warranty and they were replaced promptly. Again, I would recom-
mend this product.
Vince Deadmond The Fly Fishing Hardware Guy can be reached at Best 
Hardware 237 N Apache Trail Apache Junction, AZ, or vince@ajbest.com 
and at 480 982 7461.

Other DFC Trout Bum Notes...
Canyon Creek Work Outing August 21st
I didn’t hear the total count for this work outing but with a troop of boy 
scouts, there were more than 20 pairs of hands to help with the project. 
Rocky and I were there to represent Desert Fly Casters. I recognized support 
from AFC, ZGTU and a few other clubs. There were a few from the early days 
of stream renovation in the 1980s. 
The project for this outing was to remove the last of the net fencing on the 
upper exclosure, from the cattle guard closest to the bridge back to the lower 
water gap, and put up livestock fence back in its place. We managed to finish 
it up by 3 PM leaving enough time to fish a little. 
Water is a bit low in the creek as is usual for late August. Fishing was OK with 
several in 8 or 9 inch range. I saw at least one 16 inch but it wasn’t having 
anything to do with what I was offering. With the low water the fish are pretty 
exposed. A misstep causing rock to click or stepping up to a pool too quickly 
would send an assortment scurrying for cover. 
I planned to stop up at Colcord Ridge campground to see if there were any 
other DFCers but rain started about 6 pm and Putting up a tent in the rain 
and getting dry the next day isn’t my idea of fun. Sorry if you were there and 
I missed you. There will be a few of us up on the weekend of 28th. I will pro-
vide a report of the fishing at the meeting. It is expected to be raining again 
on the weekend but with luck I can get the tent up before it starts or during 
a lull. 

Bob Harrison
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Adams Dry Fly
By Gene Rea – Taken from the Pikes Peak Flyfishers Newsletter
The venerable Adams is one of those American fly patterns that can trace its origins all the way back to 1922, originated by Len Halladay of Michigan at the request 
of his close friend Charles Adams.
    Where the Pheasant Tail represents the nymphal stage of the Baetis, the Adams generally represents the adult (dun) stage of the BWO. The wonderful thing 
about the Adams is that it can also be used to represent other adult species of insects such as midges...it is that versatile. Other variations of the Adams include 
egg-bearing females, trailing-shuck emergers, thorax ties, and CDC-hackled Adams. Not too shabby for a fly that it is thought was originally tied to imitate a 
caddis. The original version tied by Len Halladay had a down wing.
     There are two methods presently used in the tying of the Adams, the traditional style with the hackle perpendicular to the hook shank and the parachute style 
with the hackle parallel to the hook shank wrapped around a wing-post. The method you choose is dependent upon your personal preference, but I am an advo-
cate of the parachute style for the following, and probably the most compelling reason... it presents a more natural profile of the actual insect in the surface film.
With the traditional style the fly actually rides above the surface film of the water. The fly makes minimal contact with the surface film as the hackle and the tail 
support the weight of the fly on the surface. I believe the fish sees a more distorted picture of the fly. With the parachute method the fly actually lays flush with the 
surface film presenting more of a natural appearance to the fish. The horizontal hackle (legs), tail and abdomen of the fly are supported in the surface film. What 
the fish sees is the same silhouette as presented by the natural and I believe this makes it more appealing to the fish and more effective than the traditional style.
The traditional style has its advantages too. I think it is more practical when fishing in rougher water such as riffles because it tends to be a little more buoyant 
and it is easier to see in the rougher water. Since the fish doesn’t get as good of a look at the fly as they do in calmer water it makes no difference that it doesn’t 
lay flush in the film. But, in calmer water, you would do well to go with the parachute.
     On those days when the fish are rising to midge dries you can use a parachute Adams in sizes #20 - #26 with light 6X to 7X tippets and do very well on them. 
When the fish are feeding on the surface you can throw a #20 - #22 parachute Adams with a smaller emerger dropped off the bend that rides just under the 
surface film. I call this double jeopardy...regardless of whether the fish are on dries or emergers you have it covered.
     One of my favorite combinations when drifting a big river like the Gunnison or the Colorado is to drop a #18 Hi-Vis Parachute Adams off of a #10/12 Stimula-
tor or Hopper and throw that rig right up against the bank while you drift...it is non-stop action, no kidding! Look for gentle sipping of the Adams as opposed 
to the vicious attacks on the Stimulator or Hopper.
     As always...remember to de-barb your hooks! You will be helping the fish, and it will be a lot easier to remove that fly from your ear-lobe or cheek when there 
is no barb. Tight Lines!
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Dates:  Friday October 22nd - Sunday October 24th
Hosts:  Mark Lucht                                     Gentry Smith
              lucht@email.com                         design@gentrysmith.com 
              Mobile: (480) 204-0965             Mobile: (480) 213-0372 
Directions:  From AZ-260 proceed north on Forest Road 300 to 169. Then continue          
north on 169 to 169B, turn east (right) and follow 169B to campground.

Elevation:  6,800

Temp:  Expect high 60's & low around 30 degrees  
Fees:  None

Facilities:  Primitive Campsites w/ Fire Rings and Vaulted Toilets

Fish:  Browns & Rainbows

Flies:  Typical Arizona Mountain Lake Patterns: Simi-Seals, Buggers, Nymphs, Peacock 
Ladies, Sunrise Specials, Midges and assorted Dry Flies

*** No Water or Trash Service, Pack It In – Pack It Out! ***
You can usually drop your trash off at one of the pay campgrounds on the way out for a small 

fee (around $2 per bag). The Woods Canyon Store also offers trash service as well.

For those not familiar with Chevelon Canyon Lake, it is a small canyon-bound lake lo-
cated on the Mogollon Rim and is part of the “Rim Lakes” series of reservoirs. Located 
between Payson and Heber, it is only accessible via 30 miles of unpaved forest roads 
from AZ-260. It is among the most difficult lakes in the region to access due to a 3/4 
mile hike required to get down to the lake. However, if you are not up to the hike, do 
not let that discourage you from attending this outing. There are several other lakes 
nearby that offer easier access for you and your float tube/pontoon including: Bear 
Canyon Lake, Knoll Lake, Woods Canyon Lake and Willow Springs Lake. There is also 
several small streams and creeks in the proximity, if that is more your style.

If you have any questions about the outing, are looking to carpool, or need to borrow 
equipment... please reply to this topic on the DFC Discussion Board at:
www.desertflycasters.com

The late 19th century humorist Josh Billings once wrote, “There are lots of people who 
make mistakes of their imagination for their memory.” I guess this expresses my feelings 
toward backpacking. It has been years since I strapped on a 40 lbs plus pack on my back 
and trekked on long trails up and down through high altitude terrain. For some reason, 
my memory of the last time seemed much easier and far more romantic than what may 
have actually happened. 

    Okay, let’s face the reality of truth. The last time I had back packed regularly, I was con-
siderably lighter, fitter, younger, and even so, the suppressed memories of those trips were 
filled with the misery of walking on shifting terrain with a heck of lot of weight on my 
back. In those days, I recall having considerably heavier gear and less comfortable sleeping 
gear and even the high tech gear that promised light weight back then were considerably 
heavier than what they are today. Add to that old film cameras and heavier lenses and I 
had an additional 20 pounds of camera gear and film. Even through the misery of toting 
all that gear, far away from society and modern convenience, my memory is filled with 
wonderful moments shared with great friends.
    So when my old high school buddy invited me once again on the annual “guy” trip, I 
was immediate with my response of, this year, I’m going to make it. It had really been quite 
some time since I saw Tim and several years since I saw my friend Scott. We all knew each 
other from high school and since then, we moved on to careers, and for both Scott and 
Tim, they had raised families and were pretty much caught up in the American dream. 
So this trip was really a chance for us to get away and really share the company of good 
friends and maintain an annual tradition. 

Back Packing 
in the Sierras

Article by David Hwang • Photos by David Hwang and Tim Leifer

OCTOBER 2010 DFC CLUB OUTING: 
CHEVELON CANYON LAKE
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    Tim planned this trip to Hilton Creek 
Lakes, just north of Bishop, California. It 
had all the elements of a great trip. Some 
exercise, beautiful landscape, nature and 
some wonderful lakes where I could 
possibly catch the Golden Trout. It is a 
high alpine series of lakes ranging from 
around 9,000 to well over 11,000 feet in 
elevation. Since Scott and Tim live close, 
they did a lot of planning ahead of time 
by picking out the menu, prepping the 
bear containers, and scoping out all the 

gear and who would bring what item. I had easier tasks of water purifier, cameras and fly 
fishing gear. I packed a 4 wt and a 6 wt 4-peice rod and a couple of boxes of flies and was 
on a plane to meet Tim in Pasadena. There were a few last minute drop outs from our 
group but we moved forward and met at Scott’s parent’s house and laid out all the gear and 
repacked it for the trip. We were on the road to Bishop by around 11 am and drove toward 
Bishop. There was one stop in Bishop to buy fishing license, pick up our wilderness passes, 
and enjoy our last 
taste of a Starbucks 
and hit the trail-
head of the John 
Muir Wilderness by 
4:30 or 5. The deci-
sion had been made 
to try to make it as 
far as we could that 
first night and camp 
and then ascend to 
the higher elevation 
lakes. 
    For some reason, these trips always seem to include a lot of climbing and by around 
sunset, we had made it to the lower Hilton Lakes. The thing we hadn’t counted on was 
that just under 10,000 ft in elevation, there would be so many mosquitoes. The lower lakes 
were a marshier than expected and we pitched our tents, made a quick meal by head lamp. 
One of the best investments I made was a $2.00 mosquito net that covered my head and at 
least helped to keep the mosquitoes off. I crawled into my bivy tent (what I often refer to 
as my nylon coffin) and went through the ritual of killing as many mosquitoes as possible, 

inflating my sleep mattress and then try-
ing comfortably wiggle into my sleeping 
bag on slightly sloping ground. 
    Early in the morning, Tim and I 
proceeded to pump the marshy water 
through the purifier and refill all our 
water bottles and then make breakfast. 
Because of the mosquito situation, we all 
agreed to bypass fishing the lower lakes 
and head to higher ground, where there 

was less likelihood of the swarms. Higher elevation also meant a better shot at Golden 
Trout. We packed up, knowing that day 2 will be one of the hardest days on the trip. 
We’d all be sore from the first day of back packing and this day would be all ascent to 
the higher elevation. Scott lead us to the trail up and we 
rushed through to get out of the march and it took a while 
to get away from the majority of the mosquitoes. The climb 
seemed to go on forever then I heard Scott call out from 
further ahead that we were there. There was a small stream 
to cross and then the high alpine lake with crystal clear 
water. The far end of the lake had some glacier then more 
ascent to the highest elevation. At around 10,600 ft, Hilton 
Lake 3 was where the worst of the altitude sickness hit me. 
Aside from the pounding migraine, I began to feel the diz-
ziness and it every step began to take effort and put me out 
of breath. 
    We pitched camp at the far end of the lake, closest to the 
glaciers. The whole time I set up my camp, I was taunted by the sound of trout  splash-

ing on the surface of the water. As soon as I had my 
camp situated, I immediately assembled my 4wt rod 
and headed to the lake to cast out a few flies. It took 
a while to dial into what pattern worked best. I got a 
few strikes before picking up a 14 inch Golden Trout 
on a simi seal leech. The Golden Trout that you find 
in most of California are hybrids and very few pure 
strains remain. With introductions of non native spe-

cies, the Goldens have either been pushed 
out of their native waters or cross bred into 
new species. The Goldens have incredible 
gold and red colors and is quite posibly the 
most beautiful trout I’ve seen. The ones I 
caught were confirmed by fish and game as 
being Golden/Rainbow hybrids and unlike 
the ones in the smaller streams, had some size and bulk to them.
    I switched patterns when the leech stopped working and picked up a few more on a 
peacock lady. Most of the rest of what I caught were silvery rainbows. After donating a 
few of my flies to the trees, I headed into camp and had lunch with Tim and Scott. The 
rest of the day would mean rest and relaxation or for me, it would mean fishing. 
    Day three was a hike up to the glaciers. Without going into much details, I’ll  just state 
that I have a fear of heights. Climbing up the side of a mountain with loose boulders defi-
nitely had my blood pumping hard and left me exhausted by the time we reached the lake 
at around 11,000 ft. We ate a quick lunch of P&J sandwhiches and GORP (Good ole Rai-
sins and Peanuts) and proceeded to fish from around the shore. We were surrounded by 
peaks and small glaciers and it looked as though another storm was moving in. I was able 
to hook up on a couple of little brookies before we raced against a storm back to camp. 
By the time I reached camp, I crawled in to sleep for a bit before heading out to fish again 
that evening. Even at that altitude, evenings meant mosquitoes would be out so I spent 

very little time at dinner 
before turning in.
    All night as I slept, 
I heard trout jumping 
out of the water and if 
not for the altitude sick-
ness and cold, I would 
have probably gone out 
night fishing. I think 
the hardest thing about 
being at that altitude is 
how much of a toll it 

takes on your body. You’re constantly battling altitude sick, every movement takes effort 
and causes fatigue. The other thing that I’ve learned over the recent years is how dehy-
drated you can get and how you may not even know it. A lot of this can be reduced with 
very little effort. Asprin or Naproxen will help with the sore muscles and help thin the 
blood for the altitude. Another tip is to drink a lot of water and take something to help 
you replenish your electrolytes. I use Hammer and Vitalyte powder in my drinks and 
force myself to drink, even when I’m not thirsty. 
    The last day was a 6 a.m. wake up to break camp and hit the trail as early as possible. 
We quickly broke camp, ate a quick oatmeal breakfast, refilled our water bottles and were 
on the trail before 7. For me, the last day was physically the most demanding. The altitude 
had been getting to me the whole time and even with the electrolytes and naproxen, I 
was feeling the fatigue and drain. The high elevation hits everyone a different way and 
for some it doesn’t seem to bother them at all. At this point, I had a serious migraine, 
my muscles were sore and my whole body wanted to just lie down and catch my breath. 
It took another 5 hours to make it back to Tim’s vehicle and then we got to Bishop for a 
beer and pizza before heading home. As I sat in the small restaurant, enjoying my beer 
and pizza, I had a chance to look through some of the photos and reflect. As hard as the 
trip was on my body, I had no regrets. It was an incredible experience and I had caught 
and released some of the most beautiful trout I had ever seen. I had a chance to re-bond 
with some really incredible friends from my teen age years and see and photograph some 
of the most beautiful landscape I have ever seen. 
    For those of you that have never had a chance to hike the Sierras or enter the  John 
Muir Wilderness area, it is some of the most beautiful country you will ever see. It covers 

581,000 acres of the Sierra Nevada mountains and contains 
over 590 miles of well maintained hiking trails that are well 
marked but at points can be quite strenuous to walk on. The 
fishing is excellent depending on which lake you go to with 
very little fishing pressure in the upper elevation lakes. The 
Summer months are ideal for hiking there and even then, 
the evenings can get quite cold, requiring cold weather 
clothing in the early mornings and late evenings. In many 
spots, you will still find snow packs and glaciers year round. 
A 9 foot 3-5 wt rod would be ideal for the lakes with either 
a floating or sinking line. For the small streams, I would 
recommend a shorter 2-3 wt rod. On average, smaller flies, 
particularly nymphs did better than larger ones but my best 
over all flies were the Peacock Lady on an intermediate line, 

or the black, foam ant for the floating line. If anyone plans on making a trip out that way, 
feel free to send me a message at dhwang1221@aol.com. Tight lines everyone.
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The art of flyfishing may be attained by surrendering
our egos to the stream. And when we have done so, we are

likely to recapture innocence again, a catch beside
which a cartful of trophy trout is insignificant.

Frank Mele (1988)

We all have ideal vacation spots and little 
dream hideaways that we’d like to visit. 
When you think of vacation, there are going 
to be places that come to mind and places that 
you’ve had on a list of wanting to see “some 
day” and each us will have different reasons 
for wanting to see these places. I know that 
many of you will find it surprising but almost 

all of my dream vacations involve fly fishing in 
some way. Many years ago, before I learned to 
even cast a fly rod, I saw a fly fishing program 
on TV where the host spoke about the green-
back cutthroat trout and how it was brought 
back from near extinction. I’ve been on the 
hunt for one of these for several years and 
based on some research, I had wanted to visit 
and fish Dream Lake, in the Rocky Mountain 
National Park for some time. 
    The greenback cutthroat trout used to range 
all over Colorado on the eastern side of the 
continental divide. Due to unregulated over-
fishing and the introduction of non-native 
species that took over their natural habitat, 
the greenbacks that took over 2 million years 
of evolution to create were considered to be 
extinct by the 1930s. In the mid 1950s and 
again in the 1960s and 70s, a small population 
of the Greenback cutthroats were discovered 
in a few isolated streams and the reintroduc-
tion of these small, native fish began. This 
changed the species’ status to  endangered 

rather than extinct. Today, their status has 
been upgraded to threatened and fishing 
for the greenback cutthroats is permitted as 
catch and release only. 
   My search for the Greenback Cutthroat 
trout began with a short flight to Denver and 
a visit to Boulder, Colorado, with my girl-
friend, Bonnie. I had targeted Dream Lake, 
in the Rocky Mountain National Park, as 
the most likely place where I could catch a 
Greenback Cutthroat in a ½ day of fishing. 
Dream Lake 
is a high al-
pine lake 
with a trail 
that be-
gins at the 
Bear Lake 
Trail head 
at around 
9,460 feet in 
e l e v a t i o n . 
The trail to 
Dream Lake 
is just over a 
mile hike, with a final elevation just short of 
10,000 feet. For those of us traveling from the 
desert, it means that you’ll get quite winded 
and a bit of altitude sickness. 
   The hike up in early August was cool and 
a bit damp. The higher elevation mountains 
were still snow capped but the afternoon hike 
up was comfortable enough that when mov-
ing, there wasn’t even a need for a jacket. The 
first lake on the trail is Nymph Lake. It is a 
scenic shallow water lake with lots of water 
lily pads but very little fish activity. It was 
calm enough that there was some mosquito 
activity. A further hike uphill led past a few 
swift streams before reaching Dream Lake. It 
was a calm lake and the Greenback cutthroat 
trout could be seen near the bank with very 
little fear of anyone walking by. I dropped 

an ant pattern in the water, without even a 
cast and got my first hook up. After a few 
seconds, it got off but it got my heart pump-
ing. I tried a few other flies including stream-
ers with little success. Finally, I tossed out a 
foam ant and missed one hookup and then 
finally got one on, just as a storm moved in. 
Bonnie snapped a few quick shots of me with 
the trout before I released it, just in time for 
the hail to start falling on us. It’s hard to de-
scribe the feeling I felt as I felt the trout swim 

away from my hand and 
into deeper water. I had 
caught and released a 
rare species and had the 
opportunity to hold it in 
my hand. 
 The temperatures dropped 
as the rain came down 
and the hike down was on 
muddy trail but every step 
seemed to get a little colder. 
I began to regret my deci-
sion to wear shorts that 
day and for not bringing 

that poncho I had packed and left at the hotel. 
By the time we 
reached the car, 
I was absolute-
ly soaked but I 
had no regrets. 
I had caught 
and released 
my first Green-
back Cutthroat 
Trout.  

Search for the Elusive Greenback Cutthroat Trout
Rocky Mountain National Park
Article by David Hwang  •  Photos by David Hwang and Bonnie Simmons
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Hold this page (7) up to a mirror and find out what Doc has to say "...In His Own Words."

Notes from FFF .... Timeline: October 1996
FLY TACKLE INDUSTRY THE LONGEST CAST (FFF ClubWire). 
Recently, Steve Rajeff cast a world record distance - 248 feet - a single handed cast that won him a gold metal in the world casting championship in 
Pretoria, South Africa. How far is 248 foot fly cast? That is more than 80 yards.. farther than any punts in football and almost as long as a home run in 
baseball. Is this remarkable? It is for most of us, but not for Steve Rajeff. You see, he has been racking up these kinds of records for a long time. Steve 
won the World All Round Casting Championships thirteen times, including the championship in South Africa this year! He also has won the National.
   All Round Casting Championships 23 times!... including the 1996 championship in Oakland, California. But is it important to cast long distances? 
Probably few of us could set the hook at 248 feet, even if we could cast that far. We often are told that distance by itself will not make us better fly fishers. 
But in the All-Round championships Steve has won are more than just distance events, but accuracy events as well, with two handed and one-handed 
rods.
     Recently, Steve added another accomplishment to his resume'. In August, Steve was elected to the Board of Governors of FFF's Fly Casting Instruc-
tors Certification Program. In that capacity he will help guide the certification procedures for fly casting instructors, as well as participate actively in 
testing candidates for certification. So what does Steve Rajeff do for a living? ... he is the Director of Product Development for G. Loomis Rod Company. 
So, the next time you are at a fly fishing show.. stop by the Loomis booth and maybe you will have a chance to shake the hand that can cast 240 feet. It 
might rub off. While we must admit that shaking Steve's hand may not help, for some of us, It is the only hope.
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See ya at the club meeting

September 8, 2010

OUTINGS- 2010

November 12, 13,14, 2010
Annual Rocky Point Trip

Host: Doc Nickel- funnyfarm150@yahoo.com

September 16-19, 2010
Annual San Jaun River Trip

Host: Cinda Howard- lady_angler@cox.net
(480) 217-5089
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2010 DESERT FLY C ASTERS
BOARD OF DIREC TORS

Friday October 22nd - Sunday October 24th
Chevelon Canyon Lake

Host: Mark Lucht- lucht@email.com
Host: Gentry Smith- design@gentrysmith.com


